MATCH REPORT

Date Time Pool Venue Pitch Match No.
SUN 17 AUG 2008 18:30 MA Olympic Green Hockey Stadium 1 M23

Result

NZL-New Zealand

Full Time 2 - 2
Halftime 1 - 2

CHN-China

Time on Shirt No. Name Green Yellow Red
X 3 KOSOOF David
6 6 CHILD Simon
X 7 HOPPING Blair
X 8 COUZINS Dean
X 9 HENWOOD Casey
X 10 ARCHIBALD Ryan (C)
X 12 SHAW Bradley
X 16 WOOLFORD Paul (GK)
17 PONTIFEX Kyle (GK)
X 18 BURROWS Phillip
X 19 SHAW Hayden
20 NATION James
X 24 BROOKS Gareth
X 25 McALEESE Shea
10 30 COLLIER Benjamin
17 31 EDWARDS Steven

Coach McCLEOD Shane

Time on Shirt No. Name Green Yellow Red
X 1 SUN Tianjun 21
X 6 LUO Fangming
X 8 JIANG Xishang
X 9 SONG Yi (C) 20
X 10 Li Wei
23 11 LU Fenghui
30 12 MENG Xuguang
14 15 LIU Xiantang
26 16 MENG Lizi 58
X 17 HU Liang
X 18 MENG Jun
X 19 YU Yang
X 20 NA Yubo
X 25 SU Rifeng (GK)
27 TAO Zhinan (GK)
X 32 HU Huiren

Coach KIM Sang Ryul (KOR)

Team Manager MARR Kevin
Signature

Team Manager DU Zhaocai
Signature

Umpire GRIME Murray (AUS)
Signature

Umpire MAIR Andy (GBR)
Signature

Judge QUAYE-KUMAH Nii (GHA)
Signature

Judge RENAUD Alain (FRA)
Signature

Technical Officer DOYER Wiert (NED)
Signature

Reserve Umpire ADELL Xavier (ESP)
Signature

Team Minute Shirt No. Action Score Team Minute Shirt No. Action Score Team Minute Shirt No. Action Score
CHIN 3 9 PC 0 - 1
CHIN 17 9 PC 0 - 2
NZL 34 6 FG 1 - 2
NZL 54 25 FG 2 - 2

Remarks

Tournament Director - READ Ken (AUS)

Legend:
(C) Captain (GK) Goalkeeper X Starting Player